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Abst ract - -The  alternating direction method is an attractive approach for large problems. The 
convergence proof of the method is based on the exact solutions of the subproblems. Computing 
the solution of the subproblems exactly can be expensive if the number of  unknowns is large. In 
this paper, for convex quadratic minimization problems, we propose a modified alternating direction 
method which can overcome the above mentioned isadvantage. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a nonempty closed convex subset of R n and let f be a continuous mapping from R ~ 
into itself. Consider the variational inequality problem VI(S, f): find x* E S, such that 
(x - x*) T f (x*) > O, Vx E S. (1) 
In many practical problems, the set S usually has the following construction: 
S= {xE  R n l Ax=b,  xE  K} ,  (2) 
where A ~ R re×n, b E R m, and K is a simple closed convex subset of R n. Here, K is a simple 
closed convex set means that the projection on K is simple to carry out, for example, when K is 
the nonnegative orthant {x E R n I x >_ 0}, or the 'box' constraints {x E R n I l < x < h}, or a 
globe {x E R n I Ilzl[ < a} , . . . .  S is the intersection of K and a hyperplane. 
By attaching a Lagrange multiplier vector y E R m to the linear constraints Ax = b, the problem 
under consideration can be explained as a variational inequality in space R m+n of the following 
form: find u* E f~, such that 
(u - -u* )TF(u* )>_O,  Vu e S2, (3) 
where 
, (4)  
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We denote problems (3),(4) by VI(fl, F). As we all know in [1,2], VI(~, F) is equivalent to the 
projection equation 
u = Pn[u - F(u)], (5) 
where P~(.) represents he projection on the closed convex set ft. In other words, solving VI(fl, F) 
is equivalent to finding a zero point of the residue function 
e(u)  := - P [u - F (u) ] .  (6) 
In the papers [3-6] of solving VI(fl, F), Iie(u)]] is often regarded as some measure of the 
discrepancy between the solution and the current iterate. For the problem of this paper, we have 
(7) 
When the problem is a large-scale one, it is often solved by some decomposition methods. 
A decomposition method, which was proposed originally by Uzawa [7], is used frequently in 
literature [8-12]. At each iteration of this method, the new iterate fi = (~, ~)) • K x R m is 
generated from a given u = (x, y) C K × R m by the following procedure: first, ~ is obtained (with 
y held fixed) by solving 
(X ' -~ 'c )T ( f (~) - -AT[y - /3 (AS: -b ) ] )  ~0,  VX' E K, (8) 
and then, the multipliers are updated by 
9 = Y - "f/3 (A~ - b), (9) 
where /3 > 0 and "~ • (0, 2) are given constants. This decomposition method is referred to as 
an Augmented Lagrangian Method in the literature [9,11], and the convergence proof is based on 
the exact solution of subproblem (8). However, for large problems, computing the exact solution 
of subproblem (8) can be still expensive. In addition, this may not be justified when u is far 
from u*. 
In this paper, for a special case that f (x)  = Hx + c, where H is a symmetric positive semi- 
definite matrix and c • R n, we try to reduce the procedure (8). In detail, instead of solving 
subproblem (8), we give a new update scheme. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we illustrate our idea. Section 3 proves the 
main theorem in this paper. In Section 4, we establish the convergence of the method. We 
present some computational results in Section 5. Finally, we give some conclusion remarks. 
The following notations are used in this paper. Superscripts uch as in u k refer to specific 
vectors and usually are iteration indices. The Euclidean orm will be denoted by I1" I], G denotes 
a symmetric positive definite matrix, and ]]vlla denotes (vTGv) U2. 
2. THE MAIN  IDEA 
In the following, we consider only the case that f (x)  = Hx + c. Note that in this case, 
problem (1) is derived from the convex minimization problem 
1 XHx cTx xcS}  min 1 ~x + I 
and subproblem (8) is a linear variational inequality (without loss of generality, we take/3 = 1): 
for given (x, y) c K x R m, find ~ E K such that 
(x' - 2)T [(H + ATA) 5c + c - AT(y + b)] _> 0, Vx' • K. (10) 
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For a large-scale problem, even if K --- R~_ is the positive orthant, solving the above subproblem 
by using the classical pivoting method [13] is still expensive. 
According to the equivalence of the variational inequality and the projection equation [1], 
subproblem (8) is equivalent to finding ~, which satisfies the following projection equation: 
fc= PK {~- - [ (H  + A T A) x "~-C-- AT(yJrb)]}. (11) 
The unknown vector 5: appears in the both sides of equation (11). A natural question is how 
about substituting x for 5: in the right-hand of (11)? Hence, we try to consider the following 
update scheme: for given u = (x, y) E K × R m, take a temporal point ~ = (2, ~) by 
-~- PK {X-- [(H-~-A TA) x JFC-- AT(y ~-b)]} (12) 
and 
= y - (A~ - b). (13) 
Then, we let the new iterate ~ be a point on the line segment between point u and fi, i.e., 
determine a relaxation parameter a E (0, 1], such that 
= u -  a (u -  ~). (14) 
Denote 
( / ' l (~,y)~ (X--PK IX-- (HxJ-AT(Ax-b)-ATy-[-c)]) 
r(u) = r (x ,v )  = = As  - b 
Then we have 
and 
:~ ---- x - rl(x, y) 
= y - (Ax - b) + A (x - 2) = y - r2(x, y) + Arl(x,  y). 
Short, our modified method can be written as 
(15) 
= u - old(u) (16) 
with 
( r l ( x , y ) )  ( _ IA  O) [~r l (x ,y) )  
d (u )=u- f i=  -Ar l (x ,y )+r2(x ,y )  = I \ r2 (x ,y ) "  
We will investigate the property of the direction d(u) in the next section. 
(17)  
3. THE MAIN  THEOREM 
First, the convex minimization problem is equivalent to the following linear variational inequal- 
ity [3]: 
u* E~,  (u--u*) T (Mu*+q)>0,  VuE~,  
where 
u= , M= A 0 ' q -  b ' 
In other words, any solution point u* = (x*, y*) should satisfy 
~=KxR m. 
(x -  x*) T (Hx* - ATy * + c) > O, 
Ax* - b = O. 
b'x E K, 
( i s )  
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r(u) = r(x,y) = ( x - Pg [x - (Hx + A T ( Ax - b) - A Ty + c) ] ) 
Ax - b 
r(u) = 0 .'. '.. e(u) = 0 ~ u is a solution of the problem. 
Both Ile(u)ll and IIr(u)ll can be viewed as a measure function, which measures how much u fails 
to be a solution point. 
THEOREM 1. For a11 u E R n+m and any solution point u*, we have 
(u - u*) T Gd(u) >_ ]}r(u)J] 2, (19) 
where 
PROOF. Let 
G=(  I+H+ATAO OI)" (20) 
Q(x,y) := Hx + AT(Ax - b) - ATy + c. (21) 
It follows from (15) that 
r(u) = r(x,y) = ~,r2(x,y) = Az  b " 
For any x e R n, since Pg[x -  Q(x,y)] E K, it follows from (18) that 
(PK[z - Q(x, y)] - x , )T  Q y,)  > 0. 
Using the notation of rl ( x, y), the above inequality can be written as 
( (x -x* ) - r l (x ,y ) )TQ(x* ,y* )>_O,  VxeR n, yeR m. (23) 
On the other hand, let us review the basic property of the projection mapping: 
(x' - PK (X')) T (PK (x') - z) > O, Yz' e R n, z e K. (24) 
Substituting x r = x - Q(x, y) and z = x* in (24), and using the notation of rl(x, y), we get 
( ( z -x* ) - r l (x ,y ) )T ( r l (x ,y ) -Q(x ,y ) )>_O,  VxeR ~, yeR m. (25) 
Adding (23) and (25), we obtain 
( (x -x* ) - r l (x ,y ) )T ( r l (x ,y ) - [Q(x ,y ) -Q(x* ,y* ) ] )>_o ,  VxeR n, yeR m, (26) 
and thus, 
( (x - -x* ) - - r l (x ,y ) )T ( r l (x ,y )  - [ (H+ATA) (x -x* ) -AT(y -y* ) ] )  >_0. (27) 
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Using Ax* = b, r2(x,y) = Ax - b and (x - x*)T H(x - x*) > O, (27) becomes 
x-x  s (I  g ATA) rl(x, ( r l (x ,y )  2 
y-y* )  ( + -A  + ~) (r~(~,:))) >-[ , r~(~,y) ) [  . (28) 
Note that 
G= ( I' I 'H'I'ATA ~) and d(u) = ( I ? )  ( r l (x ,y ) )  
0 -A  r2(x, y) " 
From (28), we derive 
(u - u*)  ad(u)  > IIr(u)ll 2, Vu e R ~+~. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem in this paper. | 
Theorem 1 tells us that 
i.e., -d(u) is a descent direction of the unknown distance function (1/2)llu - u*ll ~. 
inequality (19), we can construct various contractive methods as in [3-6]. 
4. THE METHOD AND ITS  CONVERGENCE 
According to Theorem 1, we take the following recursion: 
u }+1 = u } - "),p (u k) d (uk), (29) 
with 
p(u) = d(u)-rGd(u). (30) 
In detail, for given u k = (x k, yk), the temporal point ~k = (~k, ~k) are updated by 
5Zk ---- PK Ix k -- (Hx k ÷ A T (Axk-b)  - A'I-Y k ÷c)] ,  
~k = yk  _ (A~k _ b) . 
Then we obtain 
r (uk)= ~,Ax* -b  J and d(u ~)= yk_~,  . 
The step size p(u k) is calculated by 
p (u k) = 
Finally, we get the new iterate by 
IIx~ - ~112 ÷ IIAxk - bll 2 
-k 2 IIx k - z ,,II(z+H+ATA) + IlY k -- ~"ykll 2" 
THEOREM 2. 
iluk+l . 2 
-u  IIc -< II uk -  u* l l~-  ~(2 -~)p  (uk)llr(u~)lt 2 . 
PROOF. Using (29),(30) and the assertion in Theorem 1, we have 
iluk+, .2= _ -u  lla II ~ u*--WP(uk)d(uk)l l~ 
----II ~* -- u*ll~ -- 2"yp(u~) (~ -- u*) T Gd(uk) +wb(~k)211d(u~)l l~ 
-< II u~ - ~*11~ - 2~p (~) l i t  (e)112 ÷'Y=P(U~) 2 d(~)T  Cd(~)  
= II u~ - u*ll~ - ~(2 -  ~)p (uk)IIr (u~) II 2. 
Based on 
,~'~+' = u ~ - "Yp (u'O (u~ - ~) . 
For any solution point u*, the sequence {u k } generated by scheme (29),(30) satisfies 
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Hence, for fixed I, E (0, 2), there is a constant co > 0, such that 
"/(2 - "/)p(u) > co, Vu e R n+' .  
Therefore, (31) can be written as 
II '-''~+' - ~'11,~ <-II  uk - u ' l l~  - co I Ir(~k)l l  ~ , v , , "  e r~. 
THEOREM 3. The iterate sequence {u k} converges to a solution point u*. 
PROOF. From (32), we obtain 
oo 
coZll,~(,.,'~lll~<llu°-u'll~, vu* ~a, 
k=O 
lira r (~k) = 0. 
k--coo 
Again, from (32), (u k} is bounded, and it has at least a cluster point. Let u* be a cluster point 
of {u k } and the subsequence {u kj } converges to u*. Because r(u) is continuous, then 
r(u*) = lim r (u kj) =0 
j --* oo  
and u* is a solution point. Since u* E ~* and 
the sequence {u k } has exactly a cluster point and 
lim u k = u*. 
k---*oo 
This completes the proof. | 
5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
For testing the proposed method , we consider the (quadratic) transportation problem. In some 
real problems, because of the road congestion, the unit transportation cost is dependent on the 
shipments. We treat the following problem: 
min ~ cijxij + 
i=1 j= l  2 
s.t. ~-~xij=s~, i=  1 , . . . ,m,  
j= l  
~-~ Xij = d j ,  j = 1,... , n, 
i=1  
x~j >_ 0, 
where 
si = the supply amount on ith supply market, i = 1,. . .  ,m, and 
dj = the demand amount on jth demand market, j = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
and it follows that 
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In our test examples, first, si and dj were pseudo-randomly taken in (20, 100). For balancing 
n m the total supply and the total demand, we let si = si * T with 7" = ( (~j=l  d J ) / (~=l  gi)). The 
parameters in transportation cost were randomly taken by 
cij 6 (0, 100) and hij 6 (0.005,0.01). 
We take/3 -- 7 = 1. The calculations were started with u ° = 0 and the stopping test was 
max ]ici]2 , ~ _<c 
for some prescribed e > 0. 
Table 1. 
The iteration numbers for a series of prescribed c are given in the 
Table 1. The numbers of iteration for different precisions. 
m n mn £= 0 .1  
20 25 500 17 
30 40 1200 26 
40 50 2000 20 
50 60 3000 27 
70 80 5600 29 
80 100 8000 27 
= 10 -2 C ~ 10 -3 e = 10 -4 
130 381 835 
176 426 789 
191 519 886 
253 665 1054 
287 740 1532 
248 668 1204 
The test results show that the numbers of iteration are relatively small (compared with the 
size of the problems). For the tested larger problems and the stopping criterion ~ = 10 -4, the 
number of iterations ~ (1/6) the number of variables. Because the main work in each iteration 
is some matrix-vector multiplications, the computation cost in each iteration is very cheap. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we presented a modified alternating direction method. Comparing with the 
original one, the main advantage of our method is that it does not need to solve any subproblems. 
The limited test experiences show that, for fixed precision, the number of iterations is rather 
insensitive to the increase of the size of the problems (number of variables). For solving large 
convex quadratic minimization problems, the modified method seems to be efficient. At least we 
can conservatively say, it will be advantageous, if we first use the proposed modified method to 
offer an approximate solution and then turn to use the original one solving the problems. 
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